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A Novel Approach for Detecting Defects of Random Textured Tiles Using Gabor Wavelet
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Abstract: In this paper we address the problem of detecting different type of defects on random textured tiles.
We adopt Gabor wavelet for analysis of random textured surfaces. Unlike the existing methods which arrange
the Gabor filter Bank in such a way that the half-magnitude contour of neighboring filters in frequency domain
touch each other, we allows the bandwidth of filters to vary. This flexibility enables the designed filter bank to
detect different types of defects. We demonstrate that the proposed method detects defects on random textured
tiles better than the conventional Gabor wavelet method.
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INTRODUCTION on twelve samples of color random texture tiles was

Automated inspection of production line has been Hocenski et al. [6].
received many attentions nowadays. Among the existing A defect detection method based on texture analysis
applications automatic inspection of ceramic tiles, textile was proposed for random texture tiles by  Xie  et  al  [7].
and porcelain are very important because of significant In this work it is assumed that each image is generated by
economic and labor saving benefits. Moreover the a superposition of various-size image patches. Novelty
customers constantly require higher quality products and detection on color texture surfaces is performed by
human defect detection is subject to error for many examining the same-source similarity based on the data
reasons: relatively high speed of conveying belt and likelihood in multi-scale, followed by logical processes to
harsh environment for workers etc. So, there are large combine the defect candidates to localize defects. The
influences of human errors and subjectivity on the result method needs to learn normal texture on tiles using a
of inspection [1]. Presence of other factors such as noise, number of samples in advance [7]. Novak et al. [8]
non-uniform illumination and variety of defect types in tile proposed a method based on statistical features to detect
make the defect detection a challenging problem [2]. This defects on random texture tiles. The authors extract a
difficulty becomes even more when tiles are random texture feature vector using Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
textured. operator for defect detection. A set of ten normal and ten

This paper addresses the problem of defect detection defected tiles have been used for the training of proposed
for random texture tiles. Different solutions with different system. The type of defects which the proposed method
levels of complexity are reported in literature. Muller and can deal with is not reported [8]. S. Rimac et al. [9] used
Nickoly [3] developed a technique for the defect detection DWT in a radial neural network for defect detection in tile.
using  morphological  processing  but  only  for  plain, This method can identify a larger group of defect but it’s
non-textured surfaces. Williams et al. [4] proposed an not suitable for random texture patterns.
inspection algorithm for detecting a specific type of For regular pattern textures which exhibit a high
defect,  their  method is based on the analysis of the degree of periodicity Fourier-domain features also have
image intensity histogram. In [5] a processing method been used for detection of defects [10]. However Fourier
based on the singular value decomposition is reported. analysis  is  not suitable  for  detection  of  local  defects.
Vasilica et al. [1] present a method for detecting defects In fact for detection of local defects in a texture image
on ceramic tiles, the proposed method detects defects such as image of tile or fabric, multi-resolution
using a canny edge detector.  The  result  of  experiment decomposition   of    images    across    several   scales  are

reported promising. Later the method was improved by
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required. Gabor filters can decompose the image into
components corresponding to different scales and (1)
orientations. The impressive property of Gabor filters
which allows optimal localization in both spatial and
frequency domain is a main reason for using Gabor The W specifies spatial frequencies of the sinusoid
wavelet for texture analysis. carrier in Cartesian coordinates and the space constants

Escofet et al.[11] demonstrated how adaptive wavelet       and      efine the Gaussian variation along the x and y
basis can be used to locate defects in fabric. In this regard axes respectively. In this regard the aspect ratio of the
the authors used Gabor filter bank for detection of local ellipse  which  gives  a  measure  of  the filter’s asymmetry
defects in textile webs. Kumar et al. [12] proposed a defect is   defined as                 If          then    g(x, y) is
detection approach for detecting a class of defects in circularly symmetric.
textile. Authors suggest a data fusion scheme to multiplex
the information from different Gabor filter channels. The
neighboring filters in the filter bank are arranged in such (2)
a way that the half-magnitude contour of a frequency
band coincides with the lower contour of the next
frequency band. The result of experiments on fabrics with
regular texture promising has been reported. The cross  section of  G  (u,  v)  with  a  plane  parallel

In this paper we demonstrate that Gabor filter bank as to the uv plane constitutes an ellipse. The minor axis of
suggested in [12, 11] is unable to detect a wide range of the  introduced  ellipse  and  u-axis  makes  angle.  Hence,
defects in random textured tiles. In order to adopt Gabor G (u, v) represents  a bandpass Gaussian filter where its
analysis for detecting defects on this type of tiles, we bandwidth is controlled by      and  .   By  varying  the
allow the neighboring filters of bank in the frequency free parameters            W and      a  Gabor  filter of
domain to partially overlap. In other word we select the arbitrary orientation and bandwidth characteristics can be
bandwidth of filters freely for better performance of defect generated spanning any elliptical portion of the spatial
detection. frequency domain with major axis passing through the

The paper has been organized as follows. In the next origin. A designed set of Gabor functions can be used for
section we introduce the proposed method for defect wavelet analysis [14]. In this manner each filter captures
detection. In Section 3 we demonstrate the result of signal energy at a specific frequency, scale and also in a
experiment on random tiles. We finally draw the paper to specific direction. Texture properties of an image can then
conclusion in Section4. be extracted from this group of energy distributions. A

Gabor Function: Gabor wavelet as a texture analysis tool Gabor wavelet as follows [14]:
has been used for different applications. Kumar et al. [12]
introduce a class of self similar-functions for textile defect (3)
detection. In this section we first provide a review on
Gabor wavelet and Kumar et al. approach, then we will
introduce our approach which is adapted for the problem
of defect detection on random textured tiles.

Gabor filters are useful tools for decomposing an
image into it’s components represented in different scales m=0, 1, 2… M-1   ,   n=0, 1, 2…N-1  , >1
and orientations. Using this analysis optimal joint
localization in spatial and frequency domain is achieved. Where:
Gabor filters have been used extensively for texture m and n are the scale and orientation indices respectively
analysis, document analysis and object detection [12]. for each wavelet in the dictionary. M and N are the total

Two-dimensional Gabor kernel is a complex sinusoid number of scales and orientations in the filter bank. The
function with specific frequency and orientation which is orientation index n associated to the Gabor angle  is
modulated by two dimensional Gaussian function. The given by [12]:
impulse response of two-dimensional Gabor filter has a
general form as follows [12, 13]. (4)

self similar filter dictionary is constructed from the mother
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Fig. 1: The contours indicate the half-peak magnitude of obtained as follows:
the filter responses in the Gabor filter dictionary.
The filter parameters used are N=6 and M=4. (6)

The  scale  factor      in  Eq  (3) ensures that the
energy  of  wavelet function                      is  independent where:
of   scale [14]. Thus, all the filters in the Gabor filter bank g  is the complex conjugate of g . Accordingly this
have the same energy, irrespective of their scales and processing produce a set of responses 
orientations.  By varying  parameters        a  filter                                      where  each  of  these
bank from the mother Gabor wavelet is constructed. The images  represents  the image  information  at a
way of changing these parameters introduces specific certain scale and orientation.
properties for the filter bank, as Manjunath et al. [14]
arrange the filter bank in the frequency space in a such a Optimal Gabor Filter: Bodnarova et al. [13] used fisher
way that the half-magnitude contour of a frequency band discrimination  cost  function  to select the best filter in
coincides with the lower contour of the next frequency the  bank  for  detecting  textile defects. Given response
band. The configuration of filters in  frequency domain set         the  optimal criterion function with the parameters
has been shown in Fig. 1. Each ellipse in the filter bank is of Gabor wavelet filters is defined as:
the result of intersection half-peak energy plane with a
filter at specific frequency (distance from the origin) and
orientation  (major  axis  of  ellipse  respect  to horizontal
u-axis). This filter bank has been constructed based on
four scaling levels (M=4) at six orientations (N=6).

In [14] it has been argued that the non-orthogonality
of the  Gabor wavelets produces redundant information
in the output of filters in the bank which is reduced by the (7)
proposed configuration of filters.

This  strategy  is  wildly  used  in texture
segmentation  [15,   16],   pattern   recognition  [17], For a given set of Gabor filter bank, the       is the
motion estimation [18], face recognition [19, 20], defect criterion of how well a particular filter maximizes the mean
detection in textured materials [21-23] and texture image energy of an image while a good discrimination between
retrieval [14, 24, 25]. Let us to denote the lowest and normal and defected part in the image is obtained.
highest centre of filters in the frequency domain by U  and Accordingly the optimal filter in the bank is selected asl

U respectively. Accordingly W  refers to the center follows:h m-n

frequency for filter in the bank with the scale and (8)
orientation indices m and n respectively. Considering that
M and N are the total number of scales and orientations in Then  the  response  of  selected  filter to  the  image,
the  filter  bank, the filter bank is constructed as follows ,                 is compared against a threshold to detect defect
[12, 14, 25]: part (if exists) in the texture image of fabric.

(5)

The response of the filter g (x, y) to image T (x, y) ismn
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Proposed Approch: We applied this method to the sample separately in an adaptive manner. If the standard
problem of detecting defects on random textured tiles. The deviation and mean for the response of filter to image tile
variety of defects on a tile surface and at its edges makes are denoted  by       and        we  set  the  threshold level
the addressed problem a challenge and different from for defect detection to thr value:
detection of defect on fabric. Our primary experiments
showed that the selected filter based on the above (10)
method is not able to detect properly defects in tile
images. We investigated the problem and found out that At test stage we perform in similar manner, for any
two main reasons cause this failure. First the variety for position in the input tile image which the Gabor filter
type of tile defects prevents to characterize all defects in response to it is less than the threshold value is labeled as
unsupervised manner. Second the considered problem in the defect.
this research is detecting defects on random textured tiles.
This is different from detection of defects on objects with RESULTS
fixed pattern such as fabrics in [12]. In this paper we
propose a method which aims to detect defects on random We designed an experiment to demonstrate ability of
textured tiles using Gabor wavelet filter bank. For this the proposed method for detecting defects on random
purpose we initialize a filter bank based on above textured tiles. In this experiment we compare our method
formulation. Then we adjust the Gabor  function to Kumar et al. [12] method. For designing the detection
variations       and         for  better  detection  of  defects system we collected 310 tile images in which 125 images
using weighting  factors k   and k   respectively.  These are defect-free and the rest are with different tile defects.x y

factors are selected based on the fisher criterion [13] when The size of images in the database is 640*480. We divide
the training samples of tiles enter to the system. In the the data set into two parts, tile images were used as the
rest of this section we explain the proposed method in training set and remaining as the test set. The training set
more details. is used for designing the filter banks and selection of

First we design a Gabor filter bank similar to [12] optimum filter for detection. Once the detection system
using Eq 3 to 6, but unlike to [12, 14] we use weighting was designed, the images in test part are used for
factors k  and k  to adjust the Gabor function variations as evaluation of the proposed method.x y

follows: There are three parameters namely the number of
(9) scales and orientations, filter mask size and the center

As mentioned earlier we demonstrate that this filter bank was designed using four scales and six
adjustment improves the ability of system for detection f direction ((M=4, N=6). The more filters in bank provide
various defects. The introduced weighting factors are more details which overload redundant representation to
selected  in following manner. We assume that k  and k the system. In contrast, fewer filters do not provide usx y

varies  with  step  size k  in  ranges   [k k ]   and enough details for detecting small defects. The number ofx   min x   max

[k k  ] respectively. For each possible pair of filters was chosen based on what recommended iny  min y  max

weighting factors k  and k  in above ranges, we construct literature [25].y y

a filter bank let denote the j th filter bank by .        Next  for Another important parameter for designing Gabor
each filter bank we applied all training samples in the tile filter bank is the size of filter mask, we set the mask size to
database. According to [13] for each image the best filter 13*13 and the lower and upper center frequencies
in the filter bank which maximizes Fisher criterion (Eq 9) is specified as U  = 0.4 and U  = 0.2 [12].
selected. The filter response is compared against a The result of defect detection for sample images of
threshold to evaluate the performance of each filter bank tiles using Kumar et al. [12] and the proposed method
for defect detection. Through this process the best filter have been compared in Fig 2. As seen the method in [12]
bank for detecting defects in training database is selected. fails to detect defects on the left and right columns. The
As the surface patterns on tiles are random texture we proposed method properly detects defects on these
need to set the mentioned threshold level for each image samples.

frequency to determine the effects of different Gabor filter
parameters on defect detection. In this work, the Gabor

h l
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Fig. 2: The result of defect detection for sample tile images. First row shows tile images, the second row is the result of
defect detection  using Kumar et al. method  [12]. The third  row shows the result of defect detection  using the
proposed method. 

Table 1: Results of defect detection in random tile with various Gabor
wavelet parameters

Approach Normal images Defected images Overal

Kumar et al. 74.6% 47.8% 61.195%
Proposed approach 93.2% 88.1% 90.65%

CONCLUSION

In this work we addressed the problem of defect
detection for random textured tiles. We proposed a
method based on Gabor wavelet analysis for defect
detection.  In  our  method  unlike  to  the  existing
methods we  allow  spectrum  of  the  neighboring  filters
to overlap. For this purpose we adjust the variation of
Gabor function in x and y directions using two weighting
factors. These factors are determined based on

minimization of defect detection error when training
samples are given to the system. Using experiments we
demonstrated that the proposed method performs better
that the existing Gabor filters for defect detection of
random texture tiles.
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